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Letter From Founder & Team

Greetings Everyone,

The creation of Law Insider has been an eventful yet fuffiling journey as I am able to

inspired by new ideas and talented individuals everyday. This journal is the second

publication in the first volume of the Law Insider Review and aims to illustrate the

type of quality research, writing, and expression of ideas within each and every

article. As each article is on a different field of law and on different topics, whether

that be historical cases or current legal news. However, all articles aim to spark

dicourse and important conversations about our legal system, morals, and ethics that

need to be had. Below are messages from some of our writers, discussing the article

they have chosen and their experience working with Law Insider.

LUCA CRIMI, AMERICAN CONSTITUTIONAL LAW CHIEF EDITOR:

I wrote this article underpinned by my patriotism for the U.S. Recently, America has

been battered but partisan politics, global/domestic condemnation, and the world is

frowning upon us. Thus, I wrote this article to remind people of the ingenuity and

power of the U.S constitution. Law Insider provides a platform for vital messages

such as the aforementioned to be internalized by an intellectual audience.  

YOOCHAN (ANDY) SONG, PHILOSOPHY OF LAW CHIEF EDITOR: 

The opportunity to write for Law Insider has been a great way to put so many

 informal thoughts and discussions into more informative and organised articles.

The writing on the debate on ‘law vs morality' stemmed from a casual discussion

with friends and teachers at school, and the following curiosity on finding an

answer to the debate itself. As you will see, an answer was not found, but I hope

that the arguments presented in the article reflects the contentious and

interpretive nature of the law. Legal philosophy is especially a field where ideas

come in conflict as to why the law is as it is, and I hope that this article stimulates

you to think about how we can change the law to fit our morals, or whether we

should adapt our sense of morality to fit with the law.  
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RYAN FERREIRA, INTERNATIONAL LAW CHIEF EDITOR:

When I applied to Law Insider, I had 1 particular thing I wanted to do as the Chief

Editor. The law has always been a passion of mine and I wanted to share that passion

through my work and through improving my skills with the written word. Law

Insider is a passion project for me and I hope this has shone through in my articles. I

hope that you enjoy reading the attached article as much as I enjoyed writing it and

that it may ignite an interest in International Law and the stories and concepts that

made it what it is today.

KADIDJA DJOMBANA, SPORTS LAW CHIEF EDITOR: 

The opportunity to write for Law Insider has been a great way to put so many

 informal thoughts and discussions into more informative and organised articles.

The writing on the debate on ‘law vs morality' stemmed from a casual discussion

with friends and teachers at school, and the following curiosity on finding an answer

to the debate itself. As you will see, an answer was not found, but I hope that the

arguments presented in the article reflects the contentious and interpretive nature of

the law. Legal philosophy is especially a field where ideas come in conflict as to why

the law is as it is, and I hope that this article stimulates you to think about how we

can change the law to fit our morals, or whether we should adapt our sense of

morality to fit with the law.  

PETER CHU, CIVIL RIGHTS LAW CHIEF EDITOR: 

Ideas for articles come through no particular process and at no particular time.

When I read or think about a civil rights issue that needs to be heard, I make sure to

jot down my idea somewhere. What comes next is a good bit of research in order to

provide an objective, thoughtful and nuanced piece of writing. I hope my work is

able to make at least a single person care a little more about any civil rights abuse

issue. 
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MIN REBECCA YOO, CRIMINAL LAW CHIEF EDITOR:

My name is Min Rebecca Yoo and I’m beyond excited to join Law Insider as the

Criminal Law Chief Editor. Exploring legal issues through analytical research and

through reading other members’ insightful articles has allowed me to gain a more

holistic understanding of the law and how different disciplines of law interact. This

article explores a potential ICC case regarding violations of international criminal

law―a multifaceted issue delving into the interconnected branches of law, human

rights, ethics, and criminality. I hope you enjoy your read! 

LULU LAMEY, LEGAL NEWS CHIEF EDITOR:

I enjoy writing for Law Insider because it really gives me a chance to not only learn

but share important topics and knowledge with other young people. With the rise of

social media and a perception of a seemingly perfect reality that is created online, I

think it's extremely important to bring awareness to currency events and put the

world into perspective. My goal with my articles is to write about topics that I am

passionate about that can also impact others or teach them something new. 

SOHEE YIM, SENIOR WRITER

Hi everyone! My name is Sohee Yim and I am the Senior Writer for Law Insider.

Through working as a Senior Writer, I have had the opportunity to research various

intriguing issues from all around the world as well as learn different perspectives for

each case. Collaborating with other students who have the same interests has given

me the opportunity to share my ideas and have fruitful discussions. The majority of

the articles that I have written for Law Insider explore the significance of landmark

cases to our society today. Though brief summaries of these cases may be widely

known, I wanted to shed light on their impact on our modern-day legal and social

world. I am excited to continue sharing fascinating stories and continue growing my

passion for  both writing and law. 
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CATHERINE BORMOTKO, SENIOR WRITER:

Working with law insider has enabled me to grow as an individual when it comes to

the expansion of writing, as well as further knowledge and perspectives on topics

correlating to the law. I find that this extracurricular opportunity has been enjoyable

and flexible as well as very beneficial for learning. I strongly recommend to

everyone to read and learn as well as join this community. 

KAREN PALACIOS, SENIOR WRITER

It is really easy to find statistics on how undocumented immigrants support the U.S.

economy, which is where, in most cases, has almost always deemed an issue or cause

asWhen one thinks of democracy, the American political system might quickly

come to mind. However, the United States of America does not qualify as a

traditional democracy, but as a republic. I wrote this article to show Law Insider

readers the true meaning of democracy, contrary to the popular definition that

many use universally. By comparing the United States legal system with that of the

Ancient Greeks, the official definition of 'democracy' becomes clear, and the

historical actions of the Founding Fathers (including the American Constitution) are

shown from their Ancient Greek origins. Overall, the scope of this article is to

establish definitions in an informative manner, which could hopefully bring others'

attention to the foundation of the American system and its great importance to the

country. 

ANDRA FOFUCA, SENIOR WRITER

When one thinks of democracy, the American political system might quickly come

to mind. However, the United States of America does not qualify as a traditional

democracy, but as a republic. I wrote this article to show Law Insider readers the true

meaning of democracy, contrary to the popular definition that many use

universally. By comparing the United States legal system with that of the Ancient

Greeks, the official definition of 'democracy' becomes clear, and the historical

actions of the Founding Fathers (including the American Constitution) are shown

from their Ancient Greek origins. Overall, the scope of this article is to establish

definitions in an informative manner, which could hopefully bring others' attention

to the foundation of the American system and its great importance to the country. 
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Law Insider is a legal website that publishes articles on legal topics happening in

the world today and reports on legal current events around the world. All the

articles are written by highschool students and reviewed and currently edited by

a talented board of highschool students from an abundance of countries. 

This website serves to provide students with an opportunity to share their work

as well as develop more knowledge about the world today on an array of topical

legal issues. Not only that, but it opens a new door to a different demographic,

informing high school students all around the world about these issues and allows

them to read short articles written by individuals their own age that can inspire

them to not only be interested in law but take a stance against current world

issues.  

The website covers many different purposes, the main focus will be on the

publishing of articles, but there will be a student spotlight tab, highlighting work

that different students have done that deserves recognition while giving them a

platform, a subscribable newsletter to keep readers updated on newly published

articles, and a legal news section that reports on different current events

happening in today’s society.

Our team is always open to applications from new students to join our board of

editors and writers. We hope to grow our team as time continues and really be a

global network of high school students that are all working towards one goal: to

inform the younger demographic about legal and current news/ information and

further facilitate the amount of discussion on current world topics.

The website includes many aspects and pages that are packed with information

and places to learn. If any questions arise feel free to email

contactlawinsider@gmail.com and we will get back to you as soon as we can. 

Introduction To The Website
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SOPHIE KRITZINGER, SENIOR WRITER:

As a new member of the Law Insider team, I can honestly say that my experience

has been incredible so far! I thoroughly enjoy it, as I can express myself through my

writing and publish articles about issues I am truly interested in and passionate

about. My latest report, “Fyre Festival: The World’s Largest Festival Scam”, was

inspired by a Netflix documentary I watched and which I found fascinating: I

immediately wanted to explore the legal side of the issue! 

HARLEEN DHALIWAL, SENIOR WRITER: 

As someone who never liked to be restricted when choosing a prospective pathway,

being a Senior Writer for Law Insider has allowed me to traverse with ease through

the complexity of the law. It gave me the freedom that consequently enabled me to

discover a major interest in financial and corporate law, consolidating my article

choice. My free reign over the article continued as I was able to bring in case studies

about PPP loans, for example, to truly perceive the root of potential litigation. In

combination with this, it remains true to the catastrophic times of this year and the

past, allowing me to ultimately gain a realistic interpretation of the world and a

growth mindset within financial law.

ALISA RAO, SENIOR WRITER: 

My euthanasia work was really stemmed from the public forum that took place

during the election. The debate whether euthanasia was ethical and humane. This

article was really my personal opinion on if euthanasia should be legalized or not.

And it is now legalized. 

Overall all the articles are meaningful pieces that the writers have dedicated time

and effort to research and publish for your viewing. We hope that this allows for

further advocacy of the injustices within the legal system, an expansion of one's

personal ideologies, and a further interest within the legal field.

We all hope you enjoy it,

Jenna Jokhani and The Law Insider Team



In the back of everyone’s mind, when thinking of empires such as coca-cola, you think

of a room full of caucasian men running all the operations, controlling all the

decisions. The same goes when you think about their legal counsel. However, Coca

Cola’s legal counsel may not be what you think. The companies current policy is that

law firms that plan to work with the brand must adhere to their racial quota or face a

“non-refundable 30% reduction in fees and may be shut out entirely.”

 This policy came into effect after the ousting of their top lawyer Bradley Gayton.

Gayton, an African American lawyer, instated this policy in January of 2021, which

now being reviewed by his successor Monica Howard Douglas. The policy itself is

encased in a multitude of requirements all in aims to "be representative of the

population it serves.” It is stated that in all of coca cola’s future legal matters, 30

percent of the attorneys must be diverse, in addition to half of those 30 percent being

black. The letter sent out by Gayton outlining these requirements states that Coca Cola

“will no longer celebrate good intentions or highly unproductive efforts that haven’t

and aren’t likely to produce better diverse staffing.” 

 With Gayton no longer leading the companies legal division, Douglas has put the

policy to a halt taking into consideration the opinions of multiple sources and the
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Corporate Firms Racial Quotas, An Act For

Or Against Discrimination?
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 controversy surrounding the letter/ policy. This concern comes from the laws

regarding Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, which states that “an employer

can’t treat people differently or unfairly based upon their race and gender”.

Although Coca-Cola’s law aims to promote diversity which is the sole purpose of the

Civil Rights Act, the wording of the law still makes the enactment of Coca-Cola’s new

policy quite challenging. This is due to the fact that as the racial quota is only hiring

certain individuals if they have a certain amount of black employees, as they are the

minority, they are still technically hiring based upon race, breaking Title VII of the

Civil Rights Act of 1964. 

 It is in cases such as these that even when fighting for diversity the justice system,

placed to ensure equal rights, actually prohibits them. In addition to this, other

programs such as The Project of Fair Representation, “a not-for-profit legal defense

foundation that is designed to support litigation that challenges racial and ethnic

classifications and preferences in state and federal courts,” has actually urged the

council to rescind the proposal. The letter from The Project of Fair Representation

stated that with the policy requiring 15% of the attorneys from the frim to be black

but only making up 13.5% of the U.S population and only 5.9% of those being

attorneys, the requirement seem quite unreasonable. In addition to that, according

to the National Association for Law Placement, African American lawyers only make

up 2.1% of all law firm partners in the U.S. 

 The Project of Fair Representation is planning a lawsuit if Coca-Cola does not

rescind this policy, with one of their leading council being “former George H.W.

Bush administration official Boyden Gray.” Although the organization also aims to

fight for discrimination within the justice system, the lawsuit may be based on the

ideology that this may prohibit jobs for other races as “Asian (4.1%) and Hispanic

(2.8%) attorneys also account for a fraction of total partners.” 

 This racial quota follows quotas from other brands such as AbbVie Inc, which

requires that 50 percent of the partners who work on the firm’s cases must be

women, and 25 percent being from underrepresented countries. In addition to that

HP Inc. also required that if there is not at least one diverse attorney working on the

case or they will “face a 10% fee reduction.”

 These quotas, whether they be for gender or race illustrate a flaw within our justice

system as well as serve as a reflection point. We ask ourselves whether these acts are

truly altruistic as they are stated to be, or just another form of discrimination but in  



this case in favor of the minorities. Of course, the point can be argued both ways.

These quotas are meant to provide jobs, create diversity, increase the employment

rate for those who have been marginalized for decades making companies rethink

the diversity within their firm when hiring. However, this brings up another issue of

whether individuals want to be hired based on their race or because of their abilities.

Being a mixed female wanting to enter into the corporate legal field, I definitely

know that I for one would like to be hired for my ability rather than hired because

some firm needs me to fill their quota. Therefore although I believe that this policy

was created in good hopes, it paints these individuals as a further part of the

minority, getting them pity jobs rather than ones that can be earned with hard

dedication and skill. 
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On May 17, of 1954, U.S. Supreme Court Justice Earl Warren delivered the

unanimous ruling of the Supreme Court in the pivotal civil rights case Brown v.

Board of Education of Topeka, Kansas. The ruling established that “state-sanctioned

segregation of public schools was a violation of the 14th amendment and was

therefore unconstitutional”.

But what is the 14th Amendment? With the ratification of the 14th amendment in

1868, the amendment unequivocally “granted citizenship to all persons born or

naturalized in the United States—including formerly enslaved people—and

guaranteed all citizens equal protection of the laws”. In simpler terms, the 14th

amendment established that African-Americans must receive the same treatment of

naturalized rights as their white counterparts. Repealing the flawed notion of

“separate but equal”. A clause that had been previously weaponized for decades in

order to institutionalize the repression and suppression of African-Americans in the

United States. 

On the surface level, Brown v. Board of Education can be candidly seen as a

beautiful moment in American history, where African-American youth and society

are able to be free at last in society, without the weights of suppressive and

demoralizing legalized segregation. However, the context and historical effects of 
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Brown v. Board of Education: A Momentous Day

For the Educational Rights of African Americans
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Brown v. Board of Education are just as, if not more important than the immediate

ruling of the ever-relevant Supreme Court case. 

Dating back to 1896, the “highest court in the land”, in the fateful Plessy v. Ferguson

ruling established that the institutionalized system of segregation was constitutional.

The controversy surrounding Plessy v. Ferguson was about a black man named

Homer Plessy. Plessy was riding as a passenger on a train, and when told to move

back to the cart designated for African-Americans, he refused. The small actions that

Plessy took can be regarded as a foreshadowing of the formidable Civil Rights

movement that took place in the 1900s, led in large part by Martin Luther King Jr.

Plessy took a physical and figurative stand against the attempt to reassert white

supremacy in the United States after the era of Reconstruction. Meaningful actions

that should serve to inspire people in today’s society about taking action in the name

of social justice. Despite Plessy’s efforts, the ruling was final, segregation and

distinction by race were constitutional per the United States Supreme Court. 

Brown v. Board of Education reversed this notion and created a domino chain of

events that are today recognized as the progression of rights for African Americans

and all minority groups in the United States. The ruling of Brown v. Board of

Education undoubtedly served to energize the American civil rights movement of

the 50s and 60s. 

In Henry David Thoreau’s Civil Disobedience, the question begged is whether we

will allow “Unjust laws [to] exist; [be] content to obey them, or… endeavor to amend

them, and obey them until we have succeeded, or…”, take actionable steps to

“transgress them at once”. Amidst the liberty stripping sting of police hoses, the

hoarse barks of K-9s, and the unrelenting heat of the sun. The likes of Reverend

Martin Luther King Jr. and the Civil Rights Movement responded to injustice. 



On Sept. 17, 1787, the U.S Constitution was signed into law. Since its ratification, it has

inspired other nations to create similar documents. For people who uphold the

virtue of liberty, the U.S constitution's germination and global influence are feats to

admire. 

When the Declaration of Independence was being signed, the delegates knew the

world was watching. In fact, drafters of the constitution noted how the "Decent

Respect to the Opinions of Mankind" obliged them to declare liberty; which,

according to the University of Baltimore is the third main function of the

Constitution. 

As the American Heritage writes, "Americans of that [the late 1700s] era were not

mistaken in supposing that the ship ["the ship" being the constitution] they were

launching was undertaking a voyage of interest far beyond their own borders." Many

other countries would later base their own constitutions on America's highlighting

its global significance. 

Even so, creating the constitution wasn't easy given that a document that inscribed

all these unprecedented rights and laws would be the first of its kind. America was an

experiment, and fortunately, this ambitious move to enforce a social contract proved

to be monumentally beneficial as evident in its hegemonic position in the world. 
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But what's new? America was built on risk. Commencing from when the adventurous

Columbus first arrived in America, to the early European settlers who battled the

bitter cold winters, to the courageous pioneers who explored the West, to defeating

the British, and to finally trying to be a constitutional republic in an era stuck in

totalitarianism. 

With America's ratification of the constitution, American became the embodiment

of liberty. And other nations looked up to America so much so, that one can trace all

other constitutions thereon after to the U.S'. 

France and America were cloaked by an authoritative monarchy during the late 18th

century. Thus, French and American rebels bonded over their belief in liberty and

their joint delight in ousting any monarchy. Both nations became close, so when it

came time for France to draft their constitution, it was quite similar to America's. 

In 1848, Germany was planning to write a liberal constitution, and the end product

had numerous indirect elements from the U.S constitution. Carl Mittermair, an

illustrious constitutional scholar from Germany who also had a degree from

Harvard, called the U.S Supreme Court the "highest decoration of the American

constitutional system", and continued by saying, "Let us follow the American

example and we shall harvest the most splendid fruits." 
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Lastly, the underlying reason for the global significance of American's

constitution is that it created a government based on the sovereignty of the

people. America translated what freedom-thinkers around the world

wanted and put it on a formal paper. 

While the constitution is far from perfect, the architects of it were, in my

opinion, geniuses, and I think many governments and individuals would

agree with me. 
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Introduction 

The discussion on whether law creates morality, or vice versa, or even whether the

law and morality are interlinked, has been a deep point of debate for many lawyers

and philosophers for many years. Whilst the law is essentially a set of rules and

principles created and enforced by the state, morality is a set of beliefs, values, and

behaviour standards which are enforced and created by society. 

Law and morality may be linked in that behaviour which is commonly regarded as

immoral is often also categorised as illegal. Most academics therefore agree that law

and morals have a close connection, because the moral principles of good, justice,

and truth are appliances of and promoted by the rule of law. 

What is Law? What is Morality? 

The difficulty in answering this question — ”What is law?” — is that there are

multiple ways one can view the law, so every answer to this question will be distinct

from each other, depending on the individual’s background and beliefs. One could

argue that the law is essentially a set of sanctions which are invariably imposed for

the infringement of a legal obligation. The law is deliberately changed by parliament

and courts in most jurisdictions, and legal principles must incorporate a degree of

certainty and concreteness. 

Does Law Create Morality Or Does

Morality Create Law?

 YOOCHAN  (ANDY) SONG - PHILOSOPHY OF LAW
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On the other hand, there are different forms of punishment for immoral behaviour,

where society often creates its own sets of sanctions and condemnations. Unlike the

law, morality cannot be deliberately changed, but rather evolves (or devolves)

gradually, along with society’s ever-changing behavioural standards. Morality is also

much more flexible and variable than the law, as all of its principles are subjective on

an individual-by-individual basis. 

History of the Debate on Law vs Morality 

In Ancient Greece, Aristotle believed that there must be a relationship of

subordination between law and morality. Aristotle argued that, as soon as the

supreme goal of promoting virtue disappears, “the law becomes a simple

convention, being merely a guarantee of individual rights, without any disruption to

the morality and personal justice of the cities.” It can be interpreted that Aristotle

therefore viewed morality as a foundation for law, setting the grounds of human

conventions, then using the law as a safety measure to guarantee basic rights. 

Early philosophers also believed in a higher law known as “natural law,” which was

thought to be derived from God. These thinkers argued that natural legal principles

should be reflected in human-made laws, and if they were not, those laws should not

be regarded as laws at all. 

In the 19th Century, philosophers such as Jeremy Bentham and John Stuart Mill

rejected the concept of natural law, arguing for a rational human-made view of the

law. Bentham and Mill pondered the usage and purpose of law, and they concluded

that the law was to work towards the greatest good for the greatest number of

people, to minimise suffering in society as a whole. Hence, this became known as

utilitarianism, centred around the idea of individual freedom, where people should

be free to choose their own actions so long as they do not harm others in the

process. Even if individuals do harm others, said harm should not outweigh the

harm done by the restriction of individual freedom by the state. 

From Immanuel Kant’s perspective, morality was a limit for the law. Although there

was a distinction between the law and morality, they still had a common link: the

fact that they both originate from a common reason. Kant also interestingly argues

that morality is based on individual consciousnesses rather than on the fear of

sanctions. 
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Georg Hegel considered morality to be a motivation for law, and that the two do not

separate from each other. Rather, Hegel argued that morality gives substance to the

law by securing the ground of enforcing the law on individuals. In this view,

morality is an intermediate stage to the idea of law, so both law and morality must

therefore be subordinated to societal ethics of the time. 

R v R [1991] UKHL 12 

In the 1600s, Sir Matthew Hale declared that “a man cannot rape his wife” based

upon the doctrine of implied consent, i.e. that a woman, by entering into marriage,

gives indefinite consent to sexual relations with her husband. Throughout the 20th

Century, courts in the UK succeeded in removing this preconception; through a legal

separation order (R v Clarke 1949), where a decree nisi had been issued (R v O’Brien

1974), and where a non-molestation order had been imposed (R v Steele 1977). Via

these decisions, the immunity was weakened by the courts’ eagerness to limit the

moral outrage which society had at the time. 

This was furthered by the trial judge in R v R (1991) involving a recently separated

married couple, declaring, “I find it hard to believe that it was ever common law that

a husband was in effect entitled to beat his wife into submission to sexual

intercourse.” The judge therefore ruled that the husband, because of the extreme

violence inflicted, did not enjoy immunity from conviction. Lord Lane later

declared, “the idea that a wife by marriage consents in advance to her husband

having sexual intercourse with her whatever her state of health or however proper

her objections is no longer acceptable.” 

Therefore, the law eventually caught up with the current public morality, thus

showing a sense of separation in time between the law and morality, but leaving a

rather hopeful message that the law is able to follow the public sense of morality and

ethics as society develops over time. After these cases, rape within marriage was

criminalised in Scotland, reflecting the change in societal moral attitudes to the

status of women. Through these examples, it can be argued that morals shall change

laws as a consequence, rather than laws changing to impact the public sense of

morality (which would be much less viable especially due to the diverse sets of

public opinions which exist today). 
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1957 Wolfenden Report 

The Wolfenden Report was created via a government commission under Sir John

Wolfenden, to investigate the issue of whether the laws which criminalised

homosexuality and prostitution should be altered. The report itself recommended

that homosexuality and prostitution should be legalised, however with some

restrictions. It argued that some areas of behaviour should be left to individual

morality, rather than legal regulation: “Certain forms of sexual behaviour are

regarded by many as sinful, morally wrong, or objectionable for reasons of

conscience, or of religious, or cultural tradition; and such actions may be reprobated

on these grounds. But the criminal law does not cover all such actions at the present

time; for instance, adultery and fornication are not offences for which a person can

be punished by the criminal law. Nor indeed is prostitution as such.” (Paragraph 14

of the Wolfenden Report). 

The Wolfenden Report provoked a reaction from Lord Devlin, a leading judge from

the time. Devlin viewed the law and morality as being fundamentally

interconnected. He argued that a common morality, with basic agreement on good

and evil, was the essential “cement to society.” Devlin therefore said that the law had

a right to uphold this common societal sense of morality. 

Hart, a leading philosopher, disagreed with Devlin. Hart argued that using the law to

enforce moral values was unnecessary as society was capable of containing different

moral standards without disintegrating — i.e. Hart argued that morality was not the

“cement to society.” Hart argued that Devlin’s approach would freeze morality at a

specific point in time and eventually infringe the liberty of individuals in society. 

This series of discussions is now called the Hart-Devlin Debate, which still continues

today. A common example of this debate is when it arises during the discussion over

the legalisation of assisted suicide. The “Right to Die” campaign, especially in the UK,

challenges the law which criminalised those who help the terminally ill to die. These

campaigners argue that people with life-threatening illnesses or severely disabling

conditions should be able to choose to die, and that those who help them to do so

should not face criminal sanctions imposed by the state. In many of these cases,

individuals are physically incapacitated and therefore cannot commit suicide. On

the other hand, some believe that it is morally wrong in any circumstance to help

someone to die. 



Further Discussion 

In this discussion on the relationship between law and morality, it can undoubtedly

be said that individuals have a sense of morality and pass these onto the law in order

to prevent immoral actions from being committed in society. However, it must be

noted that this sense of morality — and therefore ethics — is different from society

to society, due to different religious, historical, and socioeconomic backgrounds.

Therefore, it is difficult to say that individuals have a unified sense of morality,

although it can be said that everyone has their own perception of morality which

develops over time, usually along with the experiences which they face in their day-

to-day lives. It is therefore even more difficult to establish viable and realistically

enforceable international laws, because different societies view moral values through

different lenses. Abortion is a prevalent example of this clash, where religion also

plays a significant role in state-made decisions to legalise or not legalise abortion.

This makes abortion an even more divisive and challenging issue to establish laws

on, despite the many moral values which are expressed in society. 
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Conclusion 

In conclusion, one can argue that

recognised values, or morals, have

become an extremely important subject

of study for good law-making,

especially as we approach this evolving

phase of many societies where the

youth are speaking up to the state on

issues which they feel need improving.

Perhaps for certain issues, there are no

other forceful grounds to justify certain

actions other than using the rule of law

to tackle ‘immoral’ actions. But

ultimately, if the law is to remain close

and effective to the lives of individuals,

it must never ignore the sense of

morality in its current period of time. 



You may be familiar with the phrase, “you have the right to remain silent” while

binge-watching through your favorite TV series. However, you may not have known

that prior to 1966, the police were not responsible for informing those arrested for

crimes of their Constitutional right to remain silent. It wasn’t until after the Miranda

v. Arizona case that established the right to the public was changed. 

To start off, the case first began with the arrest of Ernesto Miranda in 1963, who was

charged with kidnapping and rape. He was arrested in his home and brought to the

police station, where he was interrogated for two hours by several police officers.

The officers eventually obtained a written confession from Miranda admitting to the

charges. During the trial, the police officers had admitted that they did not inform

Miranda of his rights as well as the fact that they had interrogated Miranda without

his attorney present. Miranda’s written confession played an extremely vital role

during the Arizona court, where he was found guilty and was sentenced to 20 to 30

years in prison. Though Miranda’s attorney believed that the written commission is

not admissible, the Arizona State Supreme Court believed otherwise and continued

to uphold the conviction. 

Under Chief Justice Earl Warren, the court had a 5-4 ruling that sided with Miranda.

Initially, Miranda’s attorneys were structuring their argument on the basis that

Miranda’s rights had been violated during the interrogation, ultimately citing the

Sixth Amendment. However, the Court mainly emphasized the Fifth Amendment,

stating that protection against self-incrimination.
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Significance of Miranda v. Arizona (1966)
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In the majority opinion written by Chief Warren, he had stated that "without proper

safeguards, the process of in-custody interrogation of persons suspected or accused

of crime contains inherently compelling pressures which work to undermine the

individual’s will to resist and to compel him to speak where he would otherwise do

so freely." (Etters, 2016). Though Miranda was not released from prison for robbery,

he was retried for his convictions of kidnapping and sexual assault without his

written confession. 

The Miranda rights were created after the decision made by the Supreme Court. The

Miranda rights state that: “You have the right to remain silent. Anything you say can

and will be used against you in a court of law. You have the right to an attorney. If

you cannot afford an attorney, one will be appointed for you.”

The results of this case have made a significant impact on our society today. Fifty

years later, the Miranda rights are part of standard arrest procedure in the United

States. The rights that were established from the Miranda Rights have been the

theme behind The American Bar Association’s Law Day, which honors the principles

of liberty, justice, and life (Etters, 2016). 



Financial institutions have become accustomed to cyclical turbulence, which has

helped to mould their resilience to challenging events during the new coronavirus

outbreak. The sudden shutdowns in the United Kingdom and the United States

drove a historic downturn that has seen the UK economy shrink by 20% and interest

rates slashed to near zero (DLA Piper, n.d.). It has led to many health, human, social

and economic issues, with the real future impact lingering within the shadows. This

economic distress has been postponed by initial government relief but corporate

sentiment is now characterised by uncertainty and caution about the future.

Litigation expresses the process of taking legal action and is the consequence of

uncertainty. This uncertainty becomes very prevalent during a global pandemic and

leads institutions to face a broad range of COVID-19 related lawsuits because of this

primed landscape. 

Although within the bigger picture, the financial services sector is in a more senior

position to survive the shockwaves of the pandemic, it is still susceptible to risk. The

greatest risk posed to the international financial services sector are surprisingly more

indirect and are arising from banks’ “front line involvement in governmental relief

efforts, exposure to customers in the hardest hit industries, and the challenge of 

 maintaining operations in a shifting political, regulatory and technological

environment”. One of the most emerging legal trends is the government loan

programmes potentially causing litigation risk.
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Will the pandemic cause potential

litigation to banking and finance?
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In response to the issues that came with the pandemic, the UK and US Federal

governments introduced a series of loan programs designed to protect small to

medium-sized businesses, shore up employment, and prevent an eviction crisis in

the face of a sudden and sustained loss of revenue (DLA Piper, n.d.). Some of these

many, varied financial assistance schemes for business include the ‘Coronavirus

Business Interruption Loan Scheme’ (CBILS) by the UK and was established to

support businesses that needed finance to survive the challenges brought by the

epidemic so that they can recover afterwards as they have the ability to access

financial support of up to £5 million if they had been adversely affected by COVID-

19 (British Business Bank, n.d.). Whilst vast amounts of CBILS loans have been

issued, there is a potential for generating and/or contributing to disputes between

applicant and lender. Dispute can be built by discretionary roles required of the

banks and the high existential stakes at play for the applicants. Intertwined with this

are multiple other social pressures such as the unrealistic expectation of applications

being assessed and reported back quickly. Moreover, there is compulsion in the loan

diligence process by remote working. 

Fortunately, not many claims have surfaced in the UK because of this. Contrasingly,

the PPP loans in America clearly pose a legal challenge. Lawsuits often allege

improper PPP loan prioritisations based on factors like loan amount, origination fee

amount, size of applicant, and pre-existing relationships. Furthermore, more

conflict may have risen because of scenarios such as borrowers’ using PPP funds and

loan forgiveness and state enforcement actions arising from lenders’ failures to

comply with a developing regime of new state and local relief measures. (DLA Piper,

n.d.). An example of the possible misconduct of PPP funding was recently

highlighted in a lawsuit, filed by a Maryland business, against the Bank of America

allegedly arguing that ‘it prioritized existing clients when awarding coronavirus

loans’ (Reply, 2020). The Bank of America was suspected of putting “privileged

discriminatory policies of corporate greed over the needs of America’s small

businesses” when utilising Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act

measures that were intended to strengthen small businesses during the outbreak. An

accusation was made that they unfairly favoured clients and other small businesses

applying for aid. The plaintiff, Profiles, that made this accusation did this because

they were shocked to find out they were unable to make a loan application for the

program with Bank of America; regardless of them meeting the eligibility

requirements under the program. This led them to suggest the only reason the Bank

of America will not offer Paycheck Protection Program loans to non-loan holders is

because of utter corporate greed. The owner continued on to saying “the purpose

and motivation behind BOA’s discriminatory practice is transparent'' due to the 
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prioritisation of their balance sheet at the expense of the small businesses, thus there

not being a true lending relationship with the bank. This lawsuit acts as a key

example for possible future legislation as the economic side of businesses worsens

during the pandemic. 

Moreover, due to the pandemic converting everyday interactions into online digital-

based services, there is a race between all businesses to follow up this needed

transformation. This perfectly acts as a common ground for cybercrime and fraud to

occur however. Executed scams range from fake investment opportunities,

insurance policies and pension transfers advertised over social media. It can involve

phishing schemes; using fake emails from government departments offering access

to grants, pandemic relief funds and even trax reducts. Other forms of this

scamming include malware, spyware and Trojan viruses (nidirect, 2016) embedded

in websites where the criminal can pose as a known counterparty and redirect funds

from the victims to themselves (DLA Piper, n.d.). Targeted victims for perpetrators

do not just include bank customers themselves, but also the bank too because bank

employees are vulnerable to these threats. Therefore, new challenges are introduced

as it stresses the need to observe data protection, compliance and other industry

specific requirements, avoid unfair competition and prevent fraudulent transactions,

especially wire transfers (www.legal500.com, n.d.). The areas of the bank that deal

with customer records are also targets for more sophisticated cyber-attacks such as

attempts to obtain confidential customer information by hacking video

conferencing, meetings and communications software. Therefore, there is an

increasing focus on this matter as it will only become more prevalent as more things

become digital. 

Overall, it leads you to question whether any good will emerge from this. Good may

arise from the blatant necessity of further protection being put in place due to

digitisation. It becomes rather perspicuous that the litigation fears are mainly a

threat from customers and so consequently, this will need to be combatted as banks

and the finance sector endure the effects of the latter’s disruption and difficulties.

There should be an automatic assumption made by banks that there will

undoubtedly be issues regarding lender liability and disputes due to insolvency

proceedings claims. It is vital to exaggerate the fact that there is no sense of ‘normal’

anymore and that as a bank, they hold a key role to move with the future and

develop a stronger economic headwind as a response to the pressure. Practical steps

that could be possibly taken in the future is the insurance that all lending criteria

against which specific loans are assessed is consistently adhered to and documenting 
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refusal of loans making these guidelines for loan availability clear to customers to

prevent customer litigation. Ultimately, to avoid litigation risk, companies should

implement monitoring programmes that have the ability to track trends in customer

complaints and claims. This would in turn reduce the severity and increase effective

responses, proving to be very beneficial in such a distressing time.



The Israeli settlements inside the Occupied Palestinian Territory have been a hot

topic ever since the very first one was established. The Practice was labelled a war

crime by the International Court of Justice and the Un. Israel, however, counters that

the settlements are perfectly legal. They have also argued that the Palestinians are

focusing on the Settlement Issue to avoid Peace Talks. If settlements are such a

contentious issue that they could slow the conclusion of a feud that has defined the

Middle East region for 100 years, then the issue surely deserves another look.

The settlement issue arose from the dust of the 1967 Middle East War. Israel had

been given certain areas by its enemies Jordan and Syria in their peace treaties,

which contained many Palestinians, the West Bank, East Jerusalem and the Golan

Heights. Those areas were soon built up with settlements, with Israeli citizens

encouraged to move there. This process has led to there being 132 settlements and

113 outposts(settlements without official sanction) populating the areas taken in 1967.

However, the legality of these settlements is put into question by the way the Israelis

took the land. In the 1950s, the 4th Geneva Convention was adopted by the United

Nations.
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Israeli Settlements Through the Lens of

International Law

 RYAN FERREIRA - INTERNATIONAL LAW



 This convention stipulated in article 49 that “Individual or mass forcible transfers, as

well as deportations of protected persons from occupied territory to the territory of

the Occupying Power or to that of any other country, occupied or not, are

prohibited, regardless of their motive.” This article is used by the Palestinians, the

UN, and the ICJ to claim that the settlements are a war crime. (International

Committee of the Red Cross, n.d.)

Israel rebuts these assertions by claiming that they do not in fact occupy the land

because the land was received while fighting a defensive war. To explain this

argument, we must refer to the 1960s. The reason why the 1967 Middle East War

(better known by us as the 6-day war) was started by the Israelis, according to them,

was because hostile actions were being taken by Egypt against them. These actions

were the closing of the Straits of Tiran to Israeli shipping, as well as the invasion they

say was being planned by Egypt at the time. This is the crux of the argument. If the

Six-Day War was fought by Israel in self-defence, then the settlements are perfectly

legal, whereas if the war was an offensive one, then the settlements are a war crime

under International Law and Israel must remove the settlements immediately. It is

the broad view of the international community that Israel did indeed fight an

offensive war in 1960, but it cannot be proven, so this issue has been in deadlock

ever since. (BBC, 2019)

The Israeli-Palestinian feud has been going on longer than most people have been

alive. It has caused countless deaths on both sides and has caused so much pain and

suffering. It has lasted so long for two reasons, stubborn leaders and seeing the other

side as the enemy, which could be considered true. The Israelis won’t negotiate on

settlements because when they hear any concession to the Palestinians, they hear

rocket bombs flying at their cities and the Palestinians won’t negotiate with the

Israelis. After all, they see them as occupiers and that the whole of Palestine should

be theirs. The only way this crisis will ever truly end is when, to quote a surprisingly

profound source, “Everybody does what they were always going to have to do in the

first place, sit down and talk."
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As they turn their heads and spectate once every four years, the patriotic majority of

an Olympic gymnastic audience typically watches in awe, and questions how one

can perform such seemingly impossible elements without hesitation. Paired with

this admiration comes a hunger for gold, an expectation many attribute to the

“American Dream” of wealth and success. While many may hold a deep passion for

the American success story, few are truly aware of what occurs behind the curtains of

the sport appreciated for its elegance and poise. This false interpretation of the true

depths of the sport held itself up, as countless spectators critiqued the decision made

by world renowned American gymnast Simone Biles, to withdraw herself from the

team and all around Olympic finals at the Tokyo games. 

Produced by the gold star gymnastics factory known as the United States, Simone

Biles has accumulated 30 world championship and olympic medals in the last 9

years, and is regarded to be the most dominant gymnast throughout time. However,

despite being the crowd favorite to lead the US team to gold and uphold her titles in

the individual competitions, Biles took a rather unexpected turn during the team’s

first rotation, when her otherwise usually near perfect vault was performed to a

substantially lower level than anticipated. Shortly after, Biles was seen with a medical

professional and her Coaches Cecile and Laurent Landy before exiting the arena for

further medical consultation and announcing that she will no longer participate

during the event. 
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Playgrounds of Abuse
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Upon completion of the team final, Simone confided during a press interview that

her abrupt stop in the competition was made as a decision in the best interest of her

mental and physical health as well as the chances for team USA to hold a place on

the podium. Described as a sudden lack of spatial awareness and one’s mind and

body being out of sync, Simone opened up through social media about the “twisties”,

which had caused the astonishing and uncharacteristic performance during the

event. “[I] literally cannot tell up from down. It’s the craziest feeling ever. not having

an inch of control over your body. What’s even scarier is since I have no idea where I

am in the air I also have NO idea how I’m going to land. or what I’m going to land

on.” (Schuman) The cause behind this phenomenon is not entirely agreed upon and

opinions vary due to a lack of information, however it is highly suggested that it may

be induced by stress. Had Biles not made the decision to step out of the event, the

result of her performances may have ended with extreme injury, or possibly even a

fatal consequence. 

What many may not recognize however, is the fact that the decision made was truly

a remarkable breakthrough in the history of the sport and USA Gymnastics (USAG).

This ability to put health and safety at the forefront of one's priorities, has

consistently been neglected by the culture ingrained through the roots of this

beloved athletic discipline, and this outcome set forth by Biles presents a sign that

USA gymnastics sincerely is moving towards a more positive direction away from its

undoubtedly controversial past. 

The American powerhouse recognized for its consistent success on the international

stage, was brought to the United States in 1981 by Marta and Bela Karolyi, the two

names known as the engineer’s behind the first ever perfect 10 performed by Nadia

Comaneci at the Montreal 1976 Olympics. With their defection from Romania, the

Karolyi’s set forth their Comaneci blueprint, and designed an all-American gold

producing machine. Since then, the US has become a household name and has

rendered itself unbeatable on the world stage. Despite the nation’s unmatched track

record and sheer pool of talent, the governing body for American gymnastics has

practiced dubious means of ensuring success, many of which infringe on human

rights and the sworn protection over the athletes. 

In 2016, the Indianapolis Star published an ongoing investigation with a focus on the

hidden yet prevalent issue of sexual abuse in gymnastics, marking the beginning of a

long awaited uncovering of the true depths of abuse which the authority figures in

the sport have enabled.
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The publication triggered a long overdue analysis of the measures USA Gymnastics

was taking to defend their gymnasts against sexual abuse. In response to this article,

former gymnast Rachael Denhollander publicly opened up about her experience of

abuse under Larry Nassar, who at the time was the team doctor for USAG and a

practicing sports physician at Michigan State University (MSU). (Kirby) It was

revealed not long after that dozens of complaints and lawsuits have been filed

against Nassar, with the first reported allegation on record being in 1997, each case

being dismissed by MSU, USAG, and the police. As more victims began to open up

about their stories, it was concluded that Nassar’s abuse began in 1992 with a 12 year

old girl, only 6 years after commencing his position at USAG as a medical trainer.

(Dator) After decades of enabling such scathing abuse, USAG did everything in its

power to save their reputation and silence their athletes, including buying the

cooperation and silence from World and Olympic gold medalist Mykayla Maroney,

who later sued the governing body and disclosed that she was paid $1.25 Million to

remain silent. (The New York Times) 

During Nassar’s court trials, 156 victims provided testimonies and detailed accounts

of their experiences, all of which included how Nassar abused his power and position

to inappropriately treat the athletes under the guise of medical treatment, without

adhering to standard medical protocol on any account. In 2017, Nassar was

sentenced to 60 years in federal prison after pleading guilty to possession of child

pornography and tampering with evidence, as well as an additional 40 to 175 years in

2018 after having plead guilty to the sexual assault of minors on seven accounts,

before further increasing his sentencing by a supplementary 40-125 years to be

served in Michigan State prison for three more accounts of sexual assault. (U.S.

Attorney’s Office) His consecutive state and federal sentences conclude to a sentence

of de facto life without parole. (Staff) Over 300 victims have since joined this army

of survivors, including Simone Biles herself who also has shared her perspective on

USA Gymnastics on her public platforms. ''It's hard coming here for an organization,

having had them fail us so many times," Biles said. "We had one goal. We have done

everything that they asked us for, even when we didn't want to, and they couldn't do

one damn job." (CNN) 

Although it was Larry Nassar in the centre of this scandal and the subject of countless

allegations of abuse, the issue at hand was not the case of one bad apple who fell far

from the tree, and rather the product of a system that has time and time again

enabled and supported this misconduct as a transactional system to gain power and

success. 
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Notoriously known for obedience, discipline, and a strive for perfection, the

expectations of the sport have proven to be fertile ground for abuse and malpractice

at the expense of the athletes, which is why Nassar’s abuse was able to continue for

such an extended period of time. His presence was supported and admired by those

surrounded by the organization, not only because he possessed the ability to appear

sympathetic and selfless towards the athletes to gain their trust, but for the fact that

he would clear athletes with severe injuries to train and compete, when any other

medical professional would refuse this action. (Howley) Despite denying any

awareness of Nassar’s practices, it is well understood that the abuse was tolerated for

so long by the organization and coaches such as the Karolyis and those alike, as it

would permit them to operate under their own wrongdoings. Aside from sexual

abuse, there has always been a tense yet accepted presence of physical, verbal, and

mental abuse in the sport, fostering trauma and lifelong physical and mental effects

in the athletes. 1996 Olympian Dominique Moceanu who at the time was only 14

years old, expressed the scathing methods that she encountered in her years of

training with the Karolyis. Competing with a fractured leg, Moceanu collapsed and

hit her head at the end of the beam during the dismount, after which she received

immense backlash from her coaches despite the severity of her injury. Often,

coaches would body shame and humiliate the 75 pound gymnast to the point of

disordered eating. (Pucin) Upon reflection of her own episodes during her career

and the current situation regarding Simone Biles, Moceanu said the decision made

by six time olympic medalist Simone biles "demonstrates that we have a say in our

own health—'a say' I NEVER felt I had as an Olympian." (Dupre)

Nevertheless, USAG has made significant changes in recent years to ensure a safer

and less stigmatizing environment for the athletes, setting their wellbeing as a

priority. The organization has introduced safe sport policies in attempt to raise

transparency and minimize abusive behavior. Athletes, Coaches, parents, and

survivors of the abuse inflicted upon the athletes by USAG, all had a say towards

drafting the new policies which U.S. Center for SafeSport obtains complete

jurisdiction over. Previous policies only included vague parameters around abuse

prevention, where only sexual abuse was a criteria in question, whereas the new

policies direct a clearer perspective on how to handle such events including physical,

mental, verbal, and emotional abuse as well as bullying and hazing.  The governing

body has replaced its former CEO Steve Penny who has been involved with

defending abuse and tampering with evidence, and have instilled former gymnast Li

Li Leung as the new head of USAG. (Macur) 
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In addition, Martha Karolyi has been replaced by Tom Forster as the US women’s

national team coordinator, who has put in tremendous effort to ensure the safety of

the athletes, consistently monitoring the behavioral patterns of their coaches and

training settings. The effect of these changes is slowly becoming more apparent to

the public eye, with gymnasts suffering less injuries and sustaining longer careers

than before. 

The decision made by Biles this Olympic games, impeccably demonstrates the

responsible conduct which should have been practiced by USA Gymnastics long

before, and is a push for a cultural and methodological shift in the sport of

gymnastics. Although Biles has withdrawn from five out of the six Olympic events,

she has announced that she will be competing on the balance beam final and

hopefully be able to perform to her prodigious standards. Biles has received support

and solidarity from athletes globally, expressing their appreciation and applause for

the statement her decision is making, teaching a valuable lesson to athletes all over

the world. 



There has always been a lack of support and recognition for women entering a field

where they are engaged near politics. History.com claims that “It took activists

(women) and reformers nearly 100 years to win the right to vote, and the campaign

was not easy.” Gender prejudice has existed from the beginning of time. Politics is

one of several fields in which women are discouraged from participating to the

present day. Recruitment of women in politics is another form of expressing

prosperity and offering an opportunity for equality for both genders. 
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It's Not You, It's Us: The Existent Concern On

Women Engaging Near Politics

 CATHERINE BORMOTKO - COPORATE LAW

Women did not have the right to vote

or work outside of the home in the

early decades. Their primary purpose

in life was to cook, clean, and take care

of the family. Women began to gain

greater rights as society advanced,

allowing them to be somewhat equal

to males. Female job prospects

increased, but women were still far

from being able to work in politics.

Men have been deemed smarter and

more emotionally stable than women. 

Women’s rights slowly began to increase as the world carried forward. They were able

to vote near 1918-1920, and that was a monumental step for the gender. Equalizing and

validating women as people, establishing them as progressive members of society. It is

essential for women to be involved politically because not one particular group should

have the authority to make choices for the entire population. Men simply should not

be the only influence in major decisions for a collective group, especially involving

issues specifically correlating to women. Everyone has their own needs so there is no

less for women, and no better for men. As a society, there should be no pause in the

progress that women have made and it is crucial that alternations are created in order

for it to be equitable between the two genders. 



Jacinda Adern is an example of a successful woman

who is creating a new version of history which

represents the ideal reasoning why we as a community,

need more women in this area. She is New Zealand's

Prime Minister and she was one of the few people who

were able to handle the Covid-19 case increase with

care. There were no transmission cases in New Zealand

for one hundred days. She is not only representing

being a woman and in leadership, but exemplifying

that success can be achieved no matter the gender. 

Additionally, BBC wrote a report on Joe Biden’s recent victory in US politics has

been a tremendous step forward in female political rights. He is the first to choose a

female VP, Kamala Harris. This is the first white male that has denounced US

tradition and selected someone based on their qualifications for the job and not their

gender and race. The future actions and goals will be drawn by our previous history

and the present account that we are constructing every day.

In the past, girls were advised multiple times that they should not be doctors,

lawyers, or manufacturing workers since it is a "manly career." When it comes to

politics, it is the same story but written in a different font. Girls and women are

perceived as "less" because men have historically had the upper hand, whether in

politics or elsewhere. Like many protests, such as Black Lives Matter, a message

spread worldwide not to show that one race, person, or gender is superior, but to

show that injustice has been shown by history and modifications are necessary. 

As a community, it is up to us to build current history to see improvements and

produce happy futuristic generations in a fair and equitable world. We need to take

action for future girls who feel hopeless, urging them to do it for themselves, from

being a girl with no name, no desire, and no goals to seeing strong independent

women on TV representing their nation and having a say in it. We need role models

to help mold the idols of tomorrow. We need leaders improving and creating our

innovative future together, as a whole, working hard to be able to say “We didn’t do

this for us, we did for the future.” We need more exemplars such as Kamala Harris

and Jacinda Adern to demonstrate power, success, and equalize our current state.

Therefore, we need men and women to work collaboratively for the future children

as a strong unit, proclaiming to the world that true transformation can only be

carried out once unified. 
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It is an undeniable fact that our country

was built with the help of immigrants.

The founding fathers themselves have

immigrant roots, but it appears that

being an immigrant has varying

connotations today. The fight for

immigration reform is still running and

with the incoming of Joe Biden, activists

believe this might be the last perfect

chance until the Congress 2022 midterm

elections could erase the hope of reform

ever becoming a reality. It is obvious that

the time to act is now, because if not

now, then when? 
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Legalizing Undocumented Immigrants: Has
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The objective of legalizing millions of undocumented immigrants has not been heard

of since Ronald Reagan’s 1986 Immigration Reform and Control Act, where it legalized

the majority of immigrants who had migrated to the U.S. before 1982. President Biden

plans to be the first to take steps towards immigration reform, including making the

path to citizenship easier. In his plan he states how he wants to keep families together

by making wait times shorter, securing our border by implementing technology that

will scan for contraband and improving immigration courts by training immigration

judges. The bill has benefits for both sides, not only immigrants.

In passing this bill, the government would not only help boost the economy, but even

lower the crime rate. Even with these benefits, Republicans are not willing to support

the bill until the U.S.-Mexico border is secure. Republicans also use the recent

multitude of migrations to the United States to not give in to immigration reform.

Previously, under Trump’s Administration, people could be denied entry to the United

States who are vulnerable to health risks amid the COVID-19 pandemic, known as Title

42. 
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With a large percentage of adults in the country having received at least one dose of

the vaccine, it is easier to override this rule. While Republicans believe that Biden’s

undermining of Trump’s policies caused a larger incoming population of migrants,

Democrats argue that it is because of more apparent issues like food insecurity and

violence. The decision of whether or not to proceed with changing our immigration

system has led Democrats to get creative to meet their goal. One such alternative

would be through a budget reconciliation bill that would include immigration

provisions, but the approval for it still has major opposition. 

It is true that the topic of immigration comes with many perspectives, and by

understanding what makes reform so difficult, it could lead to a huge indicator on

what to do next. Some politicians fear that by opening their country to immigrants,

they would place the United States in a place of danger. Others understand the

profound economic impact immigrants have created because of the increasing

demand for labor. Although some Americans claim to have had their jobs stolen, it

has been found that there are job sectors where there is a need for more employees,

which backs up the fact that immigrants are willing to work the jobs Americans

discard. 

The push for the United States to become more open to immigration will only rise

because of how deeply America is connected with the world, the aging population,

the rising demand for labor and the fact that no matter the time, whether it be the

Great Recession or the COVID-19 pandemic, the U.S. admits over a 1 million of

immigrants each year. Not only does the debate of the contributions of immigrants

make reform more difficult, but identifying who would be eligible is a conflicting

issue as well since not all stories are one size fits all. For example, in 2013 there was a

bill passed outlining a path to citizenship which is viewed as difficult to complete,

with others advising that there should be a more protective and concise bill. It is

important to take into consideration the difficulties of enacting immigration bills

because of the estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants, two thirds of which

have lived here for over a decade, making them vital participants in the U.S.

economy and culture. 

Like I mentioned before, America is a country of immigrants but it is also to be

deemed lawful. When people argue against reforming the imigration system, there

are lots of fallacies used for evidence. Take the separation of families at the border

under the Trump Administration. This policy was supposedly enacted because of

U.S. law, but if you dig deeper, you discover that this policy was never put in place to

be lawful and that in fact, it was a choice, not an obligation. 
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But how would one even be able to stop immigration reform? To Democrats,

persuading Republicans to support Biden’s new immigration bill is crucial because

of a filibuster, which requires 60 signatures to end the debate. With 50 Democrats in

the Senate, it is observable that there will be a need for 10 Republicans to sign.

Failure to do so will result in the bill never becoming a law. As previously stated, the

bill has benefits for both sides and it also includes a path for citizenship for

undocumented immigrants that involves applying for temporary status for green

cards after 5 years and a further 3 years if wanting to become citizens. 

Some Republicans believe that this bill will only encourage further unauthorized

immigration, but there is more to the story. Even with Trump out of office, we can

still detect his presence in the Republican Party, who only strengthened anti

immigration sentiments. That being said, there are only a few options that

Democrats have to pass the bill and if they decide to end the filibuster, Democrats

would have to either change Rule 22 or create a new Senate precedent. The most

likely route would be creating a new Senate precedent which entails that a Senate

rule is being infringed, that would further lead to a vote where the majority would

decide to appeal or support the point of order. 

The reason for this to appear more likely is because Democrats are the majority in

both Congress and the White House. That is why it is important to take action.

Democrats can only be the majority for so long and it is a matter of life and death

for both sides, whether fearing for the incoming of violence or fleeing from

dangerous gangs. Whatever the case may be, we always find it best to resolve life or

death situations presently occurring because those are the people currently being

affected instead of leaning towards a possibility that only might happen.

Immigration reform is still to be determined, where the debate is most concerned

with is how it will be put into action, time is ticking. 
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Why America is not a Democracy 

Contrary to popular belief, the United States of America is not a democratic country,

but a republic. In order to establish the difference between the two, the terms must

first be defined: a democracy relies on the vote of the people. Those who live in the

allotted district have the right to vote for every political decision which occurs. A

republic, however, has citizens vote for representatives who then make political

decisions on behalf of the people along with other elected officials. For example, if

the United States Congress were to propose a bill concerning education, a

democratic country would have citizens vote directly, rather than it being voted by

officials. The objective of a republic is to protect the rights of both the minority and

the majority in the country by protecting the ability to vote and the outcome of legal

and political decisions. 

The Founding Fathers wanted to ensure that the future of America does not lie

solely within the hands of the citizens, since the likelihood of what is called mob

rule, a term which defines the idea that a mob, or a majority, could use their power

through forms of intimidation, which could risk the premise of free voting. This

term was initially created under the Ancient Greek democracy as ochlocracy, by

Polybius, a Greek historian. This influenced the Founding Fathers to establish

America as a republic, written directly into the Constitution. 
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Along with this, another reason for which America is not a democracy is the manner

in which votes are counted in each election. In a classic democracy, each ballot of a

citizen counts as one individual vote. However, the American system follows what is

called the ‘Electoral College’. Electors are individuals selected by each state party in

order to cast their vote on behalf of their state. The Electors usually select whomever

wins the popular vote in their state, but the Constitution does not force them to do

this. 

Here is how this is broken down:

435 Representatives + 100 Senators + 3 D.C. Electors = 538 Electors

With this system, a party requires 270 votes to win. With this being said, some states

have more electoral votes based on their population density. For example New York

State has 29 Electoral College Votes while Delaware has 3. Because of this, the

popular vote is not equivalent to the electoral vote. The Founding Fathers

strategically set this into place to not neglect certain states or to grant certain states

with too much power. This method ensures that the elections are as fair as they

could possibly be. 

For these reasons, America is considered a republic, which contains elements of

traditional democracy, but protects the potential abuse of these rights in a means

that still allows people to vote and participate in their political futures. 

Ancient Greek Democracy

In Ancient Greece, democracy was prevalent. Everyone was encouraged to vote and

expected to participate in their legal and political systems. The ideology of

democracy was mostly implemented in the Athenian court, where juries could

include thousands of Greek citizens at a time. Athenian leaders believed that the say

of political and legal decisions should belong to everyone equally. As stated by

Herodotus, a Greek historian, “In a democracy there is, first, that most splendid of

virtues, equality before the law.” This demonstrates the importance of democracy in

the Ancient Greek legal system, and enforces its efficacy in certain time periods or

places in the world.

However, not everyone believed this. Celebrated philosophers Plato and Socrates

were known for being against traditional democracy. 
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Though it is not clear exactly which system they preferred, it is likely closer to a

republic, which allows citizens to vote, but leaves important decisions to

professionals. 

Which is More Effective?

In essence, most politicians can likely agree that there is not one system which

prevails since each country requires its own which responds to their needs. However,

many believe that the republic system is preferable for America, considering its

immense population. The Founding Fathers did an excellent job in preventing the

issues of democracy and ensured that America’s electoral system will be preserved

for centuries to follow. 
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INTRODUCTION

China’s detention of as many as one million ethnic Uighur Muslims has faced

increasing moral condemnation from international communities and human

rights organizations. Reportedly, China has been arbitrarily detaining Uighurs, a

predominantly Muslim population in ‘re-education centres’/ internment camps in

the Xinjiang region of China. Although there is no evidence of mass killings of

Uighurs in Xinjiang, there are credible reports of extrajudicial detentions, torture,

sterilisations, forced labour and other horrors that could constitute crimes against

humanity. 

Considering a legal perspective, lawyers have been urging the International

Criminal Court (ICC) to pursue a case to probe the alleged crimes against Uighurs.

In December 2020, the ICC refused to pursue the case after preliminary

examinations due to a lack of jurisdiction in China (which is not a member of the

Court) and a lack of conclusive evidence on the occurrence of alleged acts. 

Recently, the situation has escalated with new evidence that Uighurs are being

deported from Tajikistan into China’s detention camps. This has the possibility of

giving the Court territorial jurisdiction over crimes committed in Tajikistan

(which is a member of the Court). 
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This case allows us to address a central question: “What options does the ICC have

available to it to resolve the issue of China’s alleged detention of Uighurs?” This

article will present some potential courses of action that may be taken by the ICC

and will also explore a legal perspective on how the recent deportations of Uighurs

from Tajikistan to China can increase the likelihood of the case being brought to

court.

SITUATION OF UIGHUR MUSLIMS & CHINA’S RESPONSE

China’s harsh treatment of Uighurs, including the construction of vast indoctrination

camps in the western region of Xinjiang, has been met with President-elect Joe

Biden describing China’s actions as genocide, a position also taken by other Western

leaders.

In addition to reports of arbitrary mass detention, the government of China is

perpetrating human rights abuses on a massive scale by pursuing an expansive and

troubling campaign of forced sterilization and abortions to drastically reduce the

birthrate among minority groups in Xinjiang, according to an investigation by The

Associated Press and Adrian Zenz, a German researcher.

“The [ICC] prosecutor needs to investigate genocide,” said Rodney Dixon, a British

lawyer leading the case, “If you capture people, and you have a campaign to suppress

them and sterilize them, it is a campaign which intends to dilute and destroy their

identity as a group.”
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The Chinese government has

consistently rejected allegations of

widespread repression in such camps

and have condemned international

news organizations reporting on the

matter. Claiming that “Xinjiang fully

implements the policy of freedom of

religious belief”, China denied the

abusive and oppressive nature of the

camps, presenting them instead as

“job training centres” intended to

combat religious extremism and

terrorism. 



ICC’S CAPABILITIES AND LIMITATIONS

The International Criminal Court (ICC) currently has the jurisdiction to prosecute

four international crimes: genocide, crimes against humanity, war crimes, and (since

2018) aggression. In this case, the consensus of lawyers researching this case is that

China should be trialled for either genocide or crimes against humanity. 

So why did the ICC refuse to pursue the case in 2020? The Court’s institutional

design has features of a consensual system, as it is not binding on all UN member

states. According to Article 12 of the ICC statute, the Court is bound by the

territoriality principle which affirms that it can only prosecute crimes committed on

the territory of states that are a party to the Rome Statute―the Court’s founding

treaty―China is not.

The abuses described “have been committed solely by nationals of China within the

territory of China,” said a report of preliminary examinations by the Court’s chief

prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda of Gambia in December 2020. It presented that the ICC

simply does not have the jurisdiction to use the force of international criminal law to

hold Chinese officials accountable for their repressive policies against Muslim

minorities.
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RECENT DEVELOPMENTS

How is the situation any

different now than it was in

2020? According to new

evidence submitted to the ICC

on June 10th 2021, the Chinese

Public Security Bureau has been

working with Tajikistan police

to identify Uighurs, and then

“directly intervening” to deport

them back to China since at

least 2016. Moreover, there have

been reports of Uighurs being

detained in Tajikistan―at

China’s behest―for at least a

decade. 



The lawyers for the Uighur groups are asking the ICC prosecutor to open an

investigation into the deportations. They allege that through threats, intimidation

and physical force, nearly 3,000 Uighurs—85-90% of the total Uighur population in

Tajikistan—have been repatriated or deported to China, where they are likely to end

up in detention camps. The complaint argues that “these arrests, enforced

disappearances, and deportations” form the first step of a continuum of alleged

criminal conduct amounting to genocide and crimes against humanity. 

The issue of the lack of ICC jurisdiction over China can be circumvented by focusing

solely on claims of unlawful acts by China in Tajikistan and Cambodia, two countries

that are parties to the Rome Statute.

The lawyers leading the case say that they have gathered enough evidence of crimes

in Tajikistan to merit commencing an investigation. Under the Rome Statute,

Tajikistan is obliged to cooperate with any legal investigation. Legal processes alone

are not the full answer to China’s abuses but an ICC investigation―if it

happens―could strengthen the case for further diplomatic responses, as well as

giving victims the opportunity to express their struggles in court.

POSSIBLE COURSES OF ACTION

If the ICC gets jurisdiction to handle the issue through prosecuting the crimes

committed on Tajikistan’s land, there are three trigger mechanisms found in Article

13 of the ICC statute that can then be used to bring the case to court.

The first and most unlikely mechanism is state referral, where China would refer the

case to the ICC by themselves. The second is a referral by the United Nations

Security Council―if the Council determines that there is a threat to peace that can

best be addressed through ICC prosecutions, the case can be brought to court. The

Council can even refer crimes committed in states that are not a party to the Rome

Statute, like China. The third and most likely mechanism is proprio motu action by

the ICC prosecutor―in this case, the Court’s prosecutor decides to initiate an

investigation on their own motion without a state or the Security Council prompting

to do so. However, the statute incorporates a certain restraining element to proprio

motu action; it stipulates that the office of the ICC prosecutor can only open

investigations into situations if it has received authorization by the ‘Pre-Trial

Chamber’ (according to Article 15(3) of the ICC statute). 
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Thus, there is an additional requirement of judicial authorization which is not found

with other trigger mechanisms. This can slow down the process of the case being

presented at court, if or when the ICC gets jurisdiction. 

CONCLUSION

 The first time the case was brought to the ICC, the ICC prosecutor refused to pursue

the case as China was not a party to the Rome Statute. The report presented that the

“precondition for the exercise of the court’s territorial jurisdiction did not appear to

be met with respect to the majority of the crimes alleged” in December 2020. The

second and most recent time the case was officially presented to the ICC was in June

2021, on the basis that Uighurs were being repatriated or identified then deported to

China from countries like Tajikistan and Cambodia, both of which are parties to the

Rome Statute. This provides an element of territorial jurisdiction for the ICC and

improves the chances that it will be discussed in a court, albeit not confirmed nor

any time soon. Should the Uighur case ever reach a courtroom, the ICC will not try

people in absentia; 13 people subject to its arrest warrants are still at large.

In the words of the ICC Prosecutor, Fatou Bensouda, “The facts remain: The Chinese

government is committing grave violations on a massive scale in Xinjiang, and those

responsible should be held to account.” 
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Owner and creator of companies Fyre Media Inc and Magnises Inc, William

McFarland, was charged in court for fraudulently inducing over 100 investors to

invest more than $27.4 million in both businesses. It was found that he was guilty of

various deceptive and fraudulent acts, including misrepresentations to investors

about the financial strength of the companies, making documents inflating key

financial metrics, altering stock ownership, falsely informing investors and

advertising non-existent relationships with artists and talent. McFarland admitted

that this was done to make his businesses appear financially strong and successful, as

well as to induce investors into putting more money into the business. These

approaches were successful, as he received benefits to living an extravagant lifestyle

which was partly done with investor money. 

Twenty-six-year-old William or “Billy” Mcfarland, is CEO and owner of Fyre Media

and Magnesis. He was arrested on June 30th 2017 for wire and bank fraud and

entered a guilty plea for two counts of wire fraud and money laundering on March 6

2018. He was also charged alongside his marketing directors Grant Margolin and

Daniel Simon, who helped Billy create documents that inflated the financial

statements of the companies without inquiring into the accuracy of the information.

Fyre Media Inc was a digital application that allowed individuals to have access to

special events and concerts. McFarland founded another branch which he called 
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“Fyre festival LLC”, in which he promoted a live music festival in the Bahamas in

2017, where buyers were allowed to directly book musicians and other talents for live

performances. The festival sold roughly 8000 tickets, advertising 30 famous music

artists, luxury beach-front villas and housing, and gourmet foods. Many VIP tickets

were sold for over £12,000. However, when attendees first arrived they immediately

realised they had been scammed, as none of these promises was followed through.

The festival was cancelled and organisers left the island in panic; leaving guests,

investors and local workers without compensation. Their promised luxury two-

weekend Bahama trip turned to chaos, without music acts and planning, and only

cramped disaster relief tents to sleep in. A £100M lawsuit was filed shortly after this. 

After looking into the case, it was found that he had made false financial statements

updating investors, through powerpoints, false emails and offer reports which

exaggerated the metrics and Fyre Festival LLC’s success, leading to investments in

his businesses. A report showing 42 “accepted” offers totalling $5.6 million was sent

to Margolin, and when asked if this statistic was a “typo”, he simply denied it. Offers

with false values showing tens of millions of dollars revenue in ticket bookings were

published to investors when only 60 tickets were paid for which amounted to $57

443. McFarland also made other misleading statements, saying that the real estate

purchased in the Bahamas for the festival was worth $8M, when in fact no piece of

land was ever acquired. Fake documents for bank loans, a false claim that he would

get cancellation insurance for the Fyre Festival and evidence showing that he

pretended that Magnesis was bought by a third party, were other offences he was

charged for. 

William McFarland was sentenced to six years in prison by the Manhattan federal

court after pleading guilty to one count of wire fraud related to schemes involved in

his companies Fyre Media Inc and Fyre Festival LLC to defraud investors and

misleading ticket sales, once count of bank fraud for writing a check linked with the

name and account number of an employee without consent, one count of making

false statements to a federal law enforcement agent in which he denied all wire

fraud. McFarland pled guilty on March 6, 2018, in front of U.S District Judge Naomi

Reice Buchwald. He got sued for $7,220 by ticket holders. The court offered to pay

them $281 each, a small portion of what the attendees paid to attend the failed

festival. Only $1.4M has been collected by the festival’s bankruptcy trustee in order

to repay customers. 
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Once these women are arrested, contact with the outside world is immediately seized

from their control and family and friends have little to no information on the

whereabouts or condition of their loved ones behind bars. 

Recently, the Iranian courts sentenced Britished-Irani national Nazanin Zaghari-

Ratcliffe to an additional year of prison time after she completed her burdensome 5

year sentence for “plotting to topple the Iranian government”. News of her increased

prison time, given for seemingly no authentic reason by the Iranian courts, caused an

outbreak of anger from campaigners and supporters of human and womens rights.

Campaigners claim that in the past 6 months, the number of women imprisoned for

political activism that have been moved to locations far outside the capital city of

Tehran has rapidly increased. Many women are being transferred and locked up with

inmates who have committed far more considerable crimes, such as murder. The

cause of such events is unarguably a question of legitimacy of the Iranian courts.

However, the situation only gets worse. Prisoners such as Nazanin Zaghari-Ratcliffe,

who are serving unjustifiable sentences for actions that many may not even consider a

crime, face tortuous maltreatment repeatedly, including being “raped by interrogators,

attacked by fellow prisoners or denied medical treatment.” Personal belongings are

stolen or taken away and access to basic sanitation and drinking water is sometimes

completely denied, leading to the spread of disease.
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Powerful Female Activists 
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Although the country claims to have no

political prisoners, Iran incarcerates more than

189,000 prisoners with 3.1% of them being

women, many who are considered political

prisoners and given sentences much heftier

than their crimes. 

Despite their minimal crimes, and not being of

danger to the public, hundreds of women have

seen an increase in jail time and rapid transfers

that come without warning to prisons that are

described as “dangerous and alarming”. 



 Guards work with non-political prisoners to intentionally attack them and family visits

are virtually impossible. Essentially, the conditions of both their sentences and

circumstances, put these otherwise influential women under psychological torture,

dehumaizing them to the point of extreme depression or in some cases even suicide.

This leads to a series of questions about the motives, values and legitimacy of the Iranian

justice system. 

Nasrin Sotoudeh is a human rights lawyer who worked closely with women's rights issues

and protested against veiling laws (the mandatory practice of women and young girls

covering their hair), and has been imprisoned for a number of years. Last January, she

was diagnosed with myocardial bridge, a medical condition which leads to chest pain,

breathing difficulties and various heart problems. Medical professionals advised that she

avoid stress and stay in a well ventilated area. However, the conditions at Shahr-e Rey

prison are concerningly poor, as it is a disguised chicken farm that holds several hundred

women in unhygienic conditions without access to food, clean water and air. Reports

from this prison account high levels of assault between inmates themselves and prison

staff as well as drug usage and infectious diseases. 

Zeynab Jalalian, a Kurdish Iranian woman, has been to more than 4 different prisons.

She describes her experiences there as a form of “mental torture.” Another victim of the

unlawful system was mentioned in an open letter by her husband that claimed she was

dragged across the floor by her hair. There are numerous cases of women peacefully

protesting or campaigning against human rights affairs that have led to years in these

appalling prison conditions. There are many multinational human rights organizations

such as Amnesty, who work to try and release these women and improve the conditions

for those living under these harsh laws. The exploitation and ongoing problems that

make the human rights in Iran questionable are blatantly obvious to anyone taking

notice. However, the voices fighting against these issues are silenced by the inhumane

conditions of Iranian prisons and the threat of never living in peace again. 

The topic has been bought up a number of times, and the Iranian government has been

approached for comment. One can only hope that these women locked up will get the

justice they deserve and the country will work alongside organizations such as Amnesty

and the United Nations to improve the human rights for their citizens. However, for the

time being many of these female political prisoners are still under the so called

psychological torture and a moral ending is no where in sight. 

What can you do to help?

Donate to Amnesty International at https://www.amnestyusa.org/donate-to-amnesty/ or

sign reliable petitions to do with the issue. 
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During the COVID-19 pandemic, we see on the news videos of people being rushed

in and out of the ICU, coughing and wheezing and having to endure extreme

suffering and a poor quality of life. More than 700 thousand people have perished

from the pandemic. These slow and painful deaths become more visible and closer

to us than ever. COVID-19 has made us realise that drawn-out deaths are occurring

almost everywhere; however, people have been suffering even before COVID-19.

Euthanasia, which provides a ‘quick and peaceful’ ‘death with dignity’, can be a

potential solution to draw-out deaths. Legalising euthanasia in New Zealand would

provide the patient with an option to pass away without any distress, allow for

nature to run its course, and allocate resources most efficiently. 

Euthanasia, currently is legalised in New Zealand; however, it is at it’s beginning

stages only. Euthanasia can prevent a certain amount of cruelty and the condition of

life for old people who are terminally ill can be made more humane. How so? Well,

think of this. Lesley Martin, the author of To Die Like a Dog who is also a euthanasia

campaigner, was arrested and sent to jail for 15 months when she assisted her

mother’s suicide in 2004. Her mother, who was suffering from Alzheimer’s and

possibly even dementia, did not recognise Lesley or anyone at all during her time in

ICU. She was suffering from countless other irritable illnesses that come with old

age and she wanted to escape from all of these horrible problems that gave her a

poor quality of life.
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However, she could not die because the doctors had sworn in the code of conduct to

never do harm; therefore, they had to keep her alive for the last two months, three

months, or even year of her life. This process that should have been a quick death

dragged on for Lesley’s mother because of modern medical technologies that are

able to keep people alive for longer than they would naturally survive. This is when

the situation becomes cruel and inhumane. For the last moments of her life, she was

suffering, but the technology prevented her death. 

The Universal Declaration of Human Rights states in Article 25 that ‘Everyone has

the right to a standard of living adequately.’ Keeping terminally ill patients alive is a

violation of human rights because it does not provide them an adequate standard of

living. Even if they are under great care and eating great food, they are still suffering

and having a poor quality of life since many sufferers can’t move, can’t talk and can’t

do anything! Many people interpret Article 25 as only entailing the right to life, but

in fact, the full article suggests that ‘They have the right to a healthy and

comfortable life.’ But having life prolonged is not always a positive thing if it is done

to someone under immense pain which can negatively affect the patient’s mental

health. 

So what is the definition of life? I came across a poem called Geriatric Ward, a lyric

poem written by Phoebe Hesketh, which discusses a healthcare system that takes

care of old people with illnesses like dementia and compares it to a cold prison. In

the verse “Do they have souls?”, she asks herself if the old people in the geriatric

ward still have ‘souls’ and that spark of ‘life’ in them. Hesketh thinks they still count

as ‘alive’ but their ‘souls’, which are

what makes them lively, are lost and therefore they can be classified as dead. The

phrase “Count pulses of breathing bags whose directions are lost” shows that the

patients are still able to eat, drink and respire, yet they are ‘dead’ because their souls

are gone. 

In biology, there is a term deemed ‘natural selection’ which is where an organism

adapts.
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Through reproduction and death to develop immunity to a particular disease or to

adapt to an environment. However, there is nothing natural about elongating

someone’s life using technology, especially just for the last few months of their life.

Many terminally ill patients nowadays are suffering from diseases and illnesses that

are incurable like late-stage cancer and different forms of dementia. Using

technology to sustain 



patients’ last moments also creates

stress on the hospitals and ICU

departments. Research conducted by

Medicare estimated that 20-30 per

cent of money the New Zealand

government spends on healthcare has

little to no impact at all. This is

because most of this money is spent

on the heavily expensive type of

pieces of equipment needed to keep

terminally ill patients alive like 
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ventilators. I am not saying that we should lower the standards and quality of care

ICU patients receive, but instead I am simply suggesting that rather than using

resources on someone who has no cure for their illness, we should give those

resources to someone who needs them. This term in economics is called

‘opportunity cost’, which is about the choice and the sacrifices we have to make in

deciding to help one person over another. Then, we will be able to use our resources

better and get the most out of helping people.

One of the biggest reasons for people opposing euthanasia in New Zealand is the

fear that it might lead from voluntary euthanasia to involuntary euthanasia and that

the safeguards ‘just do not work.’ I agree with the safeguards proposed by the New

Zealand government in the ‘End of Life Choice’ bill that is being assessed this year.

As the bill suggests, I believe that the patient must be a senior citizen (65 and over) to

be given access to euthanasia. The patient also has to be terminally ill and in severe

pain. In addition to the patient being mentally competent, I believe that this

euthanasia has to gain approval of at least two independent doctors and two nurses

who looked after the patient and know her/him well. If that safeguard is

implemented into the system, I think ‘death with dignity’ could be achieved. As it is

a more natural process of dying, euthanasia takes the suffering away from suffering

patients and gives new meaning to ‘life.’
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Concluding Statements

After reading all of these articles we hope you have gained more insight and have

taken a different approach to think about all the topics presented. There are many

ways to start an initiative and be a voice to encourage the community around you to

think differently and make an impact on the world and the individuals around them.

We hope you have also enjoyed reading these articles as they were a joy to write.

These do not only show the author's point of view, but their take on the matter at

hand. 

Again, if there are any queries, want to join our team or want to speak further with

any of the authors about their articles feel free to email

contactlawinsider@gmail.com and we will get back to you as soon as we can.
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